
LOWER FINANCIAL MARKET RETURNS AHEAD?
We believe that investment returns in the financial markets over the next ten 
years may be below the long-term historical average, perhaps substantially lower. 
According to Ibbotson, the annualized long-term returns for large U.S. stocks since 
1926 have been approximately 10%, and the returns for intermediate-term U.S. 
government bonds have been 5.3% per year. We believe 5%-8% annual returns for 
U.S. equities, and 3% returns for bonds may be more realistic for the next 10 years.

WHY MIGHT FINANCIAL MARKET RETURNS OVER THE  
NEXT TEN YEARS BE LOWER?

1. Current valuations of U.S. stocks and U.S. company profit margins are 
above average. Those valuations and profit margins are likely to “revert to the mean” or average over time, which will likely 
result in lower returns for investors. Most investments today seem to come with inflated valuations relative to the past.

2. U.S. inflation is currently running at a below-average rate. Long-term historical average inflation has been about 3% per 
year. Over the past year, the consumer price index (CPI) increased at a rate of less than 2%. 

3. Economic growth also seems to be slower than it has been historically. The U.S. economy has been limping along at a 2% 
real growth rate over the past five years, much weaker than during previous economic recoveries and below the long-term 
economic growth rate. Some experts, such as Bill Gross, have been calling this low economic growth the “New Normal.”

4. Demographics may cause lower returns. Many more people in the U.S. and other developed countries are older and 
retired, which causes slower economic growth, larger entitlement payments, and more people pulling money out of their 
investments rather than adding to them.

5. Overall debt levels are higher. Higher debt levels for individuals and governments make it harder to achieve good growth. 
They also increase the likelihood of higher tax rates which further slows economic growth potential.

6. Interest rates are currently very low, likely resulting in lower future bond returns. Interest rates have been falling for 30 
years, to extremely low levels. The bond market tailwind is likely behind us. The best predictor of future returns on a bond 
is the current interest rate (or yield) on the bond. Those yields are very low currently, and about half of what they have 
been over the past 20 years. Bond returns are hurt by rising interest rates.

HOW LOW MIGHT FUTURE RETURNS BE?
It is impossible to predict the stock market over one year, and difficult to accurately predict 10-year financial market returns. Lower 
expected future returns do not necessarily imply a terrible bear market in the next year or two, as lower returns could simply come 
about from a flat market for many years to come. For years, Jeremy Grantham of GMO has projected future seven year returns 
for various asset classes on a very quantitative and thoughtful basis. He projects that U.S. stock returns will be approximately flat 
over the next seven years. Nobel prize winner Robert Shiller of Yale has done extensive research on market valuations and has 
created a “Shiller P/E Ratio” to evaluate the stock market. This valuation method averages the earnings in the market over 10 
years and adjusts those numbers for inflation. It has been one of the most reliable predictors of future, long-term market returns.  
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“If you don’t lower your return expectations when Shiller P/E’s (market valuations) are high without  
a good reason, I think you are making a mistake.” – Cliff Asness of AQR Capital
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Historically (since 1926), when market valuation levels were equivalent to today’s elevated levels, subsequent returns were only 
about 3% per year for U.S. stocks. Warren Buffet says that U.S. stock market investors should expect 6%-7% annual market returns. 
These are well below the long-term average historical returns. Others are more bullish that valuations can remain high, often due 
to ongoing low interest rates. Wharton professor and market guru, Jeremy Siegel, remains bullish on the U.S. stock market, project-
ing 20,000 on the Dow Jones Industrial Average over the next year. We expect that future stock market returns over the next 10 
years will likely be less than the historical rate of 10% per year. We believe a 5%-8% return rate for equities may be more realistic 
for planning purposes. 

IMPLICATIONS OF LOWER FUTURE MARKET RETURNS FOR INVESTORS?

1. Have realistic expectations. If you have unrealistic expectations about future returns you may be inclined to make mis-
takes by taking more risk or jumping from strategy to strategy seeking higher, but unrealistic, returns. 

2. Save more and spend less. If projected financial market returns are lower, to achieve the same portfolio goal in dollars, you 
will need to save more each year. Most experts have been recommending people save at least 12% of their income during 
their working life to be able to enjoy retirement at the same lifestyle they did while working. Your savings rate may need 
to be higher than 12% if future investment returns are lower.

3. Work a few more years. This allows you to save for several more years, it may increase your Social Security payments by 
allowing you to start taking benefits later, and it reduces the number of years you will need to live off of your portfolio in 
retirement.

4. Invest in a diversified portfolio of a variety of asset classes around the world, as some asset classes (international stocks, 
MLPs, etc.) still appear attractive on a long term basis and are less fully valued than traditional U.S. stocks. We (and others) 
cannot predict short-term asset class returns.

5. Watch your investment costs and taxes. If returns available in the markets are lower than usual, it is even more important 
to focus on minimizing your taxes and investment expenses. Using very low cost and tax efficient index-based funds and 
exchange traded funds (ETFs) is one great way to do so. We also have many other smart strategies for minimizing taxes for 
our clients such as tax loss harvesting, asset location, using tax-free bonds, etc. 

6. Take more risk, use leverage, own more risky stocks, and shoot 
for higher returns. Just kidding! This is a bad idea! Do not do 
this! Some people may be tempted, but it is ill-advised. 

7. Be aware that the traditional financial planning “4% Rule” 
during retirement may be too optimistic. If future investment 
returns are going to be lower, portfolio withdrawal rates in 
retirement may need to be a bit lower (more conservative). 
Retirees may need to consider the “3.5% rule” rather than the 
“4% rule” to ensure they are using a safe withdrawal rate. 

There is not much we, as investors, can do about the level of returns that the financial markets deliver over a given time period. 
However, there are still plenty of smart things we can do to maximize our returns per given level of risk regardless of the returns 
that the markets deliver.

“Because interest rates are so low 

now, while stock markets are also very 

highly valued, we are in uncharted  

waters in terms of knowing whether 

the 4% rule can work in those cases,” 

— Wade Pfau, professor of retirement income  

     at The American College.


